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Once again, I find myself in a dangerous predicament.

Kidnapped by enemies of the Dark Legion, barbarians far more dangerous than my road warrior masters, escape

remains out of reach. Even if I did get away, how would I survive, alone in the desert with Damien’s men still

searching for me?

With the barbarian crew preparing to take me to a distant icy land I know nothing about, I can’t help but think of the

masters I left behind—the road warrior pirates in leather cuts I shouldn’t want. I know I’ll never see them again. And

even if they were to free me, what then? Would I want them as my masters?

Then at the last moment, I’m presented with something no slave has ever been given—a choice. A choice that could

change my entire destiny and those of everyone around me or bring me headlong into a life I should never have

trusted. I have a feeling everything is about to change, but will I survive long enough to see it?

***Sanctum is Book Two of the Saving Setora series, a dark, dystopian Reverse Harem romance with biker tones.

There is no cheating, and the final book ends with an HEA for Setora and her four men. This full length novel

contains triggering elements and four twisted heroes who know how to own a woman right.

The books in this series are not standalones, and should be read in order.The books in this series are not standalones, and should be read in order.
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